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From the Editor’s Desk: . Well another season is upon us.
Hope everyone had a good summer and captured some great
images. Those that attended the summer workshops likely
will be using their new learned photoshop skills this year.
I have made a personal decision not to fully compete this year
but will be working on some personal projects as well as
taking over the compilation of the monthly scores/standings
from Marty. However, I would like to offer my assistance to
any member who wants help in taking or editing their images
or my thoughts on a particular image. Just call or email me.
Naturally I will continue preparing this newsletter and hope
you continue to enjoy it . There are many images from our
dinner in this issue. Scenes from a memorable evening.
Enjoy,
“photoJoe” Crupi

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

We are a 501C3 Org.
A sponsor of the PSA
Youth Showcase

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

4th— Our first competition of the season Judge John Brokos
18th –Program by Chris Moore “Macro Photography”

2nd—Competition #2 Judge Kathy Baca
16th –Program by Chris Moore “Photo Stacking for DOF”
30th —Program by Frank Rocco “How to take Great Photos”

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2019-20 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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Do You Take Photographs or Make Them?
In October 1978, the cover of National Geographic showed a self portrait of a gorilla
using a camera. I’m serious—you can look it up if you would like. The cover shot was
a self portrait, taken by a gorilla, and by the standards of the day it was actually
pretty good!
Each year 100 million Americans also take some pretty good photos. OK, admittedly
not all of them are that good . . . but with auto focus and extremely high mega
pixels, it is fairly safe to say that more people are taking better pictures than ever
before. So the obvious question is where does that leave us “serious”
photographers?
For those of us who know that “pretty good” is not good enough, we must push
ourselves further; we must create with more artistic flair and emotional impact. The
desire to move beyond the basics is what separates us from . . . the gorillas of the
world. Technologically advanced cameras are now so readily available than anyone
can pick one up at their local Wal-Mart just as easily as getting groceries.
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a camera. I’m serious—you can look it up if you would like. The cover shot was a self portrait, taken by a gorilla, and by the
standards of the day it was actually pretty good!
Each year 100 million Americans also take some pretty good photos. OK, admittedly not all of them are that good . . . but with
auto focus and extremely high mega pixels, it is fairly safe to say that more people are taking better pictures than ever before.
So the obvious question is where does that leave us “serious” photographers?
For those of us who know that “pretty good” is not good enough, we must push ourselves further; we must create with more
artistic flair and emotional impact. The desire to move beyond the basics is what separates us from . . . the gorillas of the
world. Technologically advanced cameras are now so readily available than anyone can pick one up at their local Wal-Mart just
as easily as getting groceries.
A great camera does not make a great photographer. Learning how to create a great photo is not as simple as one might think.
There may be thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of books and magazines that will teach you the craft of photography.
But learning just the craft is like running a race with only one shoe. Photography is both an art and a craft.
The craft is fairly well known; shutter speeds, f-stops, filters and the like, are an extremely important key to any photographer’s
success. Of course, the craft of photography is only half the story; it’s the easy half that even a big ape could learn (yet not
everyone does).
The other half, the one that even those who are looking do not always find, is the art of photography. There is a common
misunderstanding that leads people to believe that “art is that which is pleasing to the eye.” While this may be true, in part, it
is also incomplete. An art critic of the New York Times once said, “The function of art is to clarify, intensify, or otherwise enlarge
our experience of life.”
Visit any National Park, go to a scenic lookout point, and just sit back and observe. Many people will drive up, jump out, shoot
their picture, and zoom off again. This type of person is taking a picture. Simply put, he will take what is before him and
discount all the creative possibilities, because he has what he wants
On the other hand, wait a little longer and you will see someone who leaves his car slowly. He cautiously approaches the scene
with silent reverence. His eyes explore like a small child in a toy store. He may stoop down low or strain his neck to see further
than his body normally allows. This person is making a photograph. His mind is open to the creative possibilities
If you want to make better photos, as opposed to just taking more pictures there are some basic steps you want to
remember:
1. Photograph what you like best. Photography is like a love affair; it is not to be taken lightly. You do not share your heart with
every person you meet. Likewise, do not waste your passion on areas of little interest. I, for one, would never be good at aerial
photography, mostly because of a fear of heights.
2. Prepare yourself. Learn all that you can. Books and magazines are only part of the resources you have available. Web sites,
podcasts, art galleries, and photography shows all enable you to expand your own vision. It is very hard for someone to think
outside the box who has never even tried to open the lid. Give your mind something to be creative with.
.
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3. Become one with your subject. When the opportunity arrives, let your eyes dance across the subject. Take in the
highlights and shadows. The art of seeing photographically means to go beyond the surface. Take a moment; look at it
from all possible angles. Whether your subject is living or not, treat it like your best friend. This is where passion comes
from
4. Think your shots through. What emotions are you feeling when you look through your viewfinder? If you can put your
feelings into words, the next step is to put those words onto film (or digital media). Have an objective in mind when you go
to shoot your photos and you will make fantastic creative images–not just take average snapshots.
5. Multiply the possibilities. The right subject at the right time is what great photography is all about. Shoot your subject
several times from several different angles. If this is a once in a lifetime opportunity, don’t leave anything to chance. Take
multiple exposures, as well. Remember, your camera always wants to average the light. If you want better than average
results, push your equipment as well as your mind.
6. Take notes. A pencil is the cheapest piece of photographic equipment you can carry. If an image is a success or a failure
it means nothing unless you can do it again. Don’t change too many things at one time, lest you end up still having no idea
what made the image work. Document your efforts and don’t be afraid to learn from your failures as well as your
successes.
Making a photo is like drawing water from a well. If the well is dry, it doesn’t matter how many times the bucket goes up
or down. Your job is to keep those creative juices flowing. As you fill the well with knowledge and experience, more
inspiration will come to the surface. What gives you style or makes your work unique is what you bring to the surface. The
more you put into it, the more you get out of it.
About the Author:Award winning writer / photographer Tedric Garrison has 30 years experience in photography
(better-photo-tips.blogspot.com). As a Graphic Art Major, he has a unique perspective. His photo eBook “Your Creative
Edge” proves creativity can be taught. Today, he shares his wealth of knowledge with the world through his website.

July 3rd-Helen Repstad kicked off the super programs she initiated by addressing
questions members had on various photography subjects. Instructions ranged from
making selections to histograms. Some members assisted others in a better
understanding of shooting in shutter vs timed priority, and exposure compensation.
There was a nice turnout considering the holiday. Most are looking forward for the next
installment.
On July 17th John Bruno was back to instruct members on replacing
backgrounds in their images. He started by showing some of his own images
and how he replaced blah backgrounds with others he had saved over time.
Members were given images to load into their lap tops and then John gave
step by step instruction as to how to select the main subject and then to
insert a more pleasing background behind it. Without a cocktail and with
great patience He talked us through the tedious process. Going to each
member he made certain everyone was up to speed and fully understood
each step. It was a great evening baring the severe thunder storm and all
went home with a lot more photoshop knowledge.
On August 7th during another torrential thunder storm Jim Christensen made
it to FCC. This time his topic was “Making Images with Impact” Jim started
his presentation with a slide show of his work showing how an altered image
can express how the photographer felt when first viewing the subject. Then
there was a group discussion of why we make images. The membership
contributed various opinions and thoughts on the matter. Finally Jim had us
load images he provided into our laptops and took us step by step into making
layers and selections and using elements of several images to create a final
impactful image. Jim’s patience was revealed as he went to each laptop to aid
our membership in completing each step of the process using photoshop or
Elements. Jim provided a link to speakers notes of the lessons he taught:
http://jimchristensenphotography.com/?m=402
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August 21st was the conclusion of our
It seems to be a habit that our summer meetings were all on evenings
of thunder storms and torrential rain but it did not deter our
enthusiastic members anxious to learn and participate.
Helen Repstad started the workshop with an introduction to camera
functions.
Andy Silver then took over and gave details into the workings of the
various settings on Nikon cameras. It was a great review of an
owner’s manual that we should all read for our cameras.
Questions came fast and furious and were answered by Helen, Andy
and other members in attendance.
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B Group First place Bill MClernon “Good Dies Today”
Second Place Tony Sicilianjo “ American Bald Eagle”

A Group Second Place Bernie Gellman “ Butterfly 2”
A Group First place Conrad Tinney
“Balloons over Serengeti”

Salon Group Second Place Dennis Golin
“ Flower Droiplets”
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Salon Group First Place Anne Hickey “Trees and Surf”

Creative First Place Joe Crupi “Just a Trim”

Creative Second Place Archie Reyes
“Bandera Espanyola”

B&W Second Place Dennis Golin “Demure”

B&W First Place Joe Crupi “Ibiza Light”
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Raffles
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Awards for...

Dinner Continued next page
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How many photographers
does it take to set up a
projection screen?

The presenter John Brokos “Flowers My Way”
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B Group
First Place Tony Siciliano

Second Place Bill McLernon

Third Place Edward Mu Xu

A Group
First Place Conrad Tinney

Second Place Bernie Gellman

Third Place Roy Woelfel and Louise DeStefano

Second Place Dennis Golin

Third Place Bernard Huang

Salon Group
First Place Sheree Lin
Creative Group
First Place Dennis Golin

Second Place Joe Crupi

Third Place Barbara Shea

Black & White
First Place Joe Crupi

Second Place Dennis Golin

Third Place Anne Hickey

This year we are proud to announce the following FCC members who have been awarded prestigious

PFLI Leonard Victor Awards.
Joe Crupi 2nd Pl Creative

Congratulations to all.

Dennis Golin 2nd Pl Open

Tony Siciliano 2nd Pl Plants

Bernard Huaang 3rd Pl Scenic

Tony Siciliano 3rd PL Scenic

(view images on their link below)

https://pfli.smugmug.com/PFLI-Leonard-Victor-Winners/2019-Leonard-Victor-DIGITAL-CREATIVE-Winners/

Clean Backgrounds For Wildlife
Whether your pursuit of wildlife photography takes you to Africa to capture the Big 5,
Alaska to get shots of grizzlies, or your backyard for images of butterflies and insects,
the thought of capturing the perfect specimen motivates us to continue our pursuit.
But many photographers limit their quest to just this goal and overlook an equally important facet of their image making the background. Regardless of how perfect the subject is, if the background is busy or competes for attention with the
animal, the photograph falls short. The background should not draw the viewer’s eye away from the main subject.
Potential distractions include, but are not limited to, bright spots that command attention, a dark area where a part of the
animal merges in tone or color, in focus elements that draw the viewer’s eye, or areas of strong color that compete for
attention. Dependent upon the setting in which the animal is photographed, it may not always be possible to eliminate all
distractions, but there are ways to reduce their impact.
FILL THE FRAME: The more your subject fills the frame, less background is present. This reduces the possibility of
including distracting elements. Use a longer lens, move closer if possible, use a blind, let the subject come to you - these
techniques will assist you and allow the animal to dominate the frame.
SKYLINE IT: Get down low and shoot up at your subject. You may be able to incorporate the sky as your background. A
clear blue sky makes a clean background and allows the subject to be dominate.
CREATE YOUR OWN: When photographing small animals such as insects, I carry pieces of green, blue, or brown
cardboard. I strategically place them behind the subject so they will be out of focus. It creates a beautiful wash of color
that allows the animal to stand out.
ZOOM IT AND OPEN IT UP: Use combinations of long lenses and wide open apertures. This narrows the depth of field.
Whatever falls in front and behind the animal falls out of focus. If the animal is the only element in focus, the viewer’s eye
is not distracted by competing elements
MOVE IT: Often a slight change in camera position a few degrees to the left, right, up, or down can have a major impact
on what appears in the background. Study the viewfinder and before you press the shutter, if you notice a distraction,
shift your position to try to eliminate it.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.

As Michael would say, “Stay focused”

